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ABSTRACT

Information and communication technologies (ICT) have contributed greatly

to the economic success of Vietnam, the second fastest developing country in the

world. Due to be the feasibility of being widely applied to many fields, ICT speeds up

the economy, changes the social structure, life style, etc. It helps narrow down the gap

between developed and developing countries.

Despite the fact of having a high growth rate, which places Vietnam among

the fastest countries in developing ICT, only small number of the population, are

utilizing the benefit of information technology. ICT in general and Internet

technology in particular seems to be known by the students, scientists or people who

works at the high level of social structure such as the government, ministry, city or

province, but has not touched to the normal citizens who live in small communes, or

less advance region which account for nearly 60% of the population. This situation

must be changed as Vietnam has entered the WTO (world trade organization) recently

and it will soon be affected by the working and living style in the developed countries

where Internet plays the crucial role in their societies. Integrating people in the

community, maintaining the tradition, but at the same time, educating them the

importance of information technology, become the priority.

Van Phuc is a typical Vietnamese trade village, which located at about 10km from

Hanoi, the capital city of Vietnam. Van Phuc is very famous for its silk products,

which have very long tradition of more than 1000 years. Currently, because of its

adjacent location to Hanoi, Van Phuc has been impacted by the urbanization and

advance technologies. How to enforce the solidarity among the commune members

and to maintain the tradition becomes an emergent need. Integrating people in an

information system whereby people are closely interrelated to each other could be a

solution. The information system will help them not only share information inside the

village, but also bring economic benefits from e-commerce activities.

in
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Information and communication technologies (ICT) have been acknowledged

as the driving force for the socio-economic development by the Vietnamese

government. In the National Socio-Economic Master Plans for every 5 years, the

development rate of ICT is always evaluated as the indicator of the country

development (Nguyen Thanh Phuc, 2006). However, the ICT and Internet technology

in particular in Vietnam is still considered at low level in compared with other

developed countries. Currently, the Internet users account only about 18% of the

population. With the target set for year 2010 that 40% population will be able to use

the Internet, 70% of communes will have public Internet access (Tran Due Lai, 2006;

Nguyen Thanh Phuc, 2006), even having been experienced very high ICT

development rate for the recent years, it is still extremely difficult task. This means

that Vietnam must massively encourage the penetration of ICT applications to the

daily life of common citizens especially to those who live in the rural areas.

How to educate a normal person, who has limited knowledge of information

technology, to become an e-citizen who has an increased understanding and skills in

ICT is an emerging question?

The answer to this question might come from the social structure of the

Vietnamese demography whereby 60% of the Vietnamese live in small communes in

rural area. On the other hand, trade village is the most popular form of Vietnamese

communes. It is called trade village since each village has a representative product

that almost every household involves in the process of making, or trading that



product. This village format is even still maintained and reserved in such big and

modern city like Hanoi until now. In Hanoi old quarters, each street that was used to

be a small commune, is named according to the product, which every shop along the

street sells. In Ha Tay province alone, there are still nearly 150 trade villages

providing diversified products to the market locally and internationally. The activities

of members in trade villages can be supported by information technologies.

This research studies on developing computer-mediated communities in rural

areas of Vietnam based on their own uniqueness. The research focuses on identifying

the factors that integrate people in an actual community. Base on the findings, the

information technology framework is built up surrounding the integrating elements to

support the community. In this research, the model of trade villages in Vietnam is

particularly analyzed dues to its social uniqueness. People in such communities are

strongly bound to each other not only because of the same economical interest but

also due to the traditionally joining elements.

The research focuses on the case study of Van Phuc village which is a

representative for trade villages in Vietnam. Van Phuc is well known nationwide for

its nearly 1000-year tradition of producing silk products, which were used to be sent

as tributes to the Kings. Nowadays, it is even more famous because of the prosperity

in Vietnam economy which has given the chance to Van Phuc silk products to be

known by many foreigners through tourism activities. In Van Phuc, 60% of 1283

households with more than 3500 people take part in the process of producing silk such

as raising cocoon worms, making silk thread from cocoons, weaving cloth, dying,

making, or selling silk products. Thus, the relationship among people in Van Phuc

village is built up based on not only cultural and social integration but also on

economic factors.



1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

1.2.1. Model to develop ICT in developing countries

Currently, most of the ICT projects in Vietnam and many other developing

countries are implemented following to the top-down model. In this model, the

projects will be built firstly at the upper level of the social structure, for instance, at

the government, and gradually come to the lower level. Those e-governmental

projects are also normally implemented across many functional departments or

geographical regions, which require many resources. Heeks (2003) noted that most

implementations of e-government in developing countries fail, with 35 percent being

classified as total failures (e-government was not implemented or was implemented

but immediately abandoned), and 50 percent as partial failures (major goals were not

achieved or there were undesirable outcomes). The failure ratio is particularly high in

developing countries because government of developing countries have to depend on

the international aids and donations and the risk of failure is proportional to the size of

the project while such countries normally lack of critical resources (UNDESA, 2003;

Schware, R. and Deane, A. 2003).

In addition, the effectiveness of such massive projects in successful

implementation cases to the common citizens is not clearly perceived because those

projects have not directly influenced their daily activities or immediately improved

their livingstandard. Therefore, ICT implementations are moving towards small-scale

projects at the community level especially in developing countries.

1.2.2. A suitable model for information systems at Vietnamese communities

Though Vietnamese government and the respective departments, which are

responsible to the development of ICT in Vietnam, are fully aware of the benefit that

ICT applications bring to the improvement of the citizen's living standards, not many

governmental ICT projects have been implemented in this field. On the other hand,

Vietnamese government is under the criticism from citizens due to the recent failure

of the national massive e-government project named "project 112", which cost more

than $230 million USD and was implemented in 5 years since 2001. It is an



unacceptable and enormous waste in such developing countries like Vietnam. The

question of whetherthe current level of ICT in Vietnamcan afford the success of such

big ICT project is still open to organizations and individuals in charged. Common

citizensare lookingfor such projects that are suitable to the current ICT development.

Hence, the smaller but scalable projects, which are directly effective to the

community should be more suitable to the current situation or at least receive the

support from the citizens.

1.2.3. Low ICT awareness among common citizens

Despite all the effort of the government to increase information technology

penetration to the society, common citizens, who live in rural communes like Van

Phuc village, which account for the majority of the population, are still unaware

mainly because of not receiving any benefit from such ICT projects. In fact, ICT

technologies are good tools to narrow down the gaps between the rural and urban

areas (Gerolf Weigel, 2005). If the people in the less development regions benefit

from the ICT, it helps increase the productivity and incomes in these areas. Therefore,

the ICT projects should be implemented towards the community level where a huger

number of citizens can take the advantages of them.

1.2.4. Increase competitiveness in the global economy

As Vietnam entered WTO recently, the citizens who run mall business such as

those in Van Phuc village will face severe competitiveness as well as the

opportunities from overseas countries. They have to compete with producers from

Thailand, China globally. Only if those small businesses are quicker in grasping

crucial information about the customers, prices, etc as well as integrate in a larger

association, they can stay in such highly competitive international market. In addition,

as the foreign customers have long got used to the Internet technology, thus, the

Vietnamese businesses must follow the trend of the world in order to expand their

markets globally.



1.2.5. Loss of tradition and loose integration among members in community

The relationship among member in a community, which was used to be very

close and highly appreciated in the Vietnamese tradition, is now getting looser as

consequence of the urbanization impacts. People nowadays neglect performing the

traditional practices. Reserving and promoting cultural tradition becomes an essential

task in each community. An information system can help foster the communication

among members. Thus, it can become a measure for people in the community reserve

the tradition and unify members through the process of knowledge sharing.

1.2.6. Maintain fairness among the community members

Currently, only big companies can afford to advertise their products through

different media channels such as Internet, television, radio, etc. Among those, Internet

seems to have the lowest cost but the widest accessibility to the market, which can be

affordable to the small-scaled business. Setting up a community information system

online not only creates the chance for the small merchants to reach a wider market but

also give them equally competitive advantages with big companies.

1.2.7. The Internet technology implementation in small businesses is limited

Currently, only more than 10% of Vietnamese enterprises have their websites

to support the business (Tran Due Lai, 2006). This percentage in the small business

sector is even less due to the lack of knowledge and skills to run the website as well as

the high development cost. Some small businesses cannot see the need of spending

money to bring their business online. In order to change this fact, an integrated

information system among small businesses in a community like Van Phuc could be a

solution to strengthen the image and identity of the business by increasing the scale,

and to reduce the cost of each individual business in running its own website.

1.2.8. Current community websites are not attractive to it own members.

All the cities and provinces in Vietnam have their own websites, which were

supported by the government fund. Such websites only play the role of a notice board



to inform members about the government regulations, or general information about

the community. Some websites do update the community activities but some websites

seem to be left unsupervised and to contain very outdated information (Appendix 1).

What those websites lack is the attractiveness to its members. Members do not get any

new information, as well as financial benefits from those websites. Besides, the

website content is not collected by the community members themselves but from the

governmental officers who definitely cannot fully understand the fundamental needs

of the community. Consequently, the websites are not highly appreciated and even

abandoned by the members.

1.3. OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY

1.3.1 Objectives

1.3.1.1 To identify an effective implementation model for information

systems in developing countries

In developing countries, instead of building up large-scaled e-government

system, ICT applications can penetrate to the general citizen through bottom-up

implementation model whereas the particular characteristics of a community will be

gathered and analyzed in order to set up information systems that truly support the

benefit of people in that community. This research focuses on assessing the feasibility

of implementing information systems in the small scale at the community level in

Vietnam. The research result will also evaluate whether the model of information

system implementation can be generalized and applied to other communities.

1.3.1.2 To analyze the criteria of effective information system model at the

Vietnamese trade village communities.

According to Preece, J. (2000) and Whittaker, S., E. Isaacs, et al. (1997),

virtual communities are characterized by rules of interaction, value system, mutual

trust, common goals and interests. In order to implement information systems at the

community successfully, the particular characteristics of that community must be



thoroughly identified and understood. The research studies on the factors that

integrate people at the community of trade villages in Vietnam. Based on the common

interests, the functional requirements can be specified to build up information systems

that directly support people in that community.

1.3.1.3 To evaluate the awareness of the community members towards

ICT benefits

It is very clear that "ICT products are not what the rural masses need" (Taonga

Sabola, 2006). People only use ICT if they truly get the benefits from it. Besides, in

order to implement ICT applications, the user must possess certain awareness of the

ICT technologies. The research approaches the ICT implementation from the point of

view of community members who are the main users of the information system. From

their understanding of ICT technologies, the project will analyze on what they expect

to have from the systems.

In vice versa, once the community information system is successfully

operated, it helps people access information faster and easier, increases their

productivity by shortening the transaction time of dealing with customers, and

suppliers, as well as reduces the costs of communicating and making purchase, etc.

When community members involve in such information system and receive the

certain benefits, they will voluntarily promote and apply the ICT to their daily

activities, which gradually increase the knowledge of themselves on ICT in general.

1.3.1.4. To suggest recommendations to the government, local authorities,

and ICT strategic planners on policies and measures to promote ICT

applications in rural areas.

Currently, there are not so many projects focusing on the development of ICT

in disadvantaged region of Vietnam, and the government does not have any specific

policies to promote ICT development in such areas. From the research results,

suggestions to government and other involved departments and parties for developing

a platform that support the development of ICT in undeveloped regions of Vietnam



will have certain grounding points to enforce the change in governmental policies and

measures.

1.3.2 Scope of study

The research studies on the community at trade villages in Vietnam. In such

trade village, the members are strongly integrated to each other not only because of

sharing the same living environment or tradition but also of having the same

economic interests. The benefit of one member is linked to the benefit of the others

and generally of the whole community since they are in the same value chain of the

production line.

Besides, the model of trading villages is unique but representative for

Vietnamese communities at the rural area. Going to wherever part of Vietnamese

countryside, we can find out this community model.

Van Phuc village is chosen as the place to implement the project due so some of

the reasons following:

Van Phuc is located at the gate of Hanoi, which is only 10 km away, thus, it is

experiencing heavily the impact of urbanization. People here have the opportunity to

approach and absorb the newest information and communication technologies such as

Internet, mobile phone, Wimax, etc. In addition, the traditional culture is changing

towards a bad situation. Having a stressful life does not allow the people here to have

time practicing the traditions, which are being gradually demised as the consequence.

Reserving the tradition, enforcing close relationship among members are becoming

the essential tasks for the people here.

Van Phuc is famous with its silk products, which have been well known

nationwide and even outside of the country borders. The business activities here are

very prosperous which require the people have a keen on acquiring and assessing a

great amount of information. Besides, as it is adjacent to Hanoi, Van Phuc is also one

of the favorite places of the foreign tourists, thus, the village needs a media channel to



promote its image as a nice tourist site. All these activities can be supported easily

with the use of information technologies.

With the population of around 5600 people and 60% of the households in the

village involved in silk producing and trading, the income of the people is rather high

and stable which allows them to afford the implementation of information technology

applications. Besides, Van Phuc is representative to the Vietnamese communes with a

typical demographic size and its special business. Hence, the success of the project

will promote the implementation at other communes.

Currently, Van Phuc is maintaining only one website for the whole villagers,

which focus more on promoting its silk products (www.vanphucsilk.com). However,

this website is not considered as an e-commerce website because of its poorly content

and limited information about the products. It supports neither the online ordering

process noronline payment method. It also does not function as a community website

as the information about the commune is not stated except the introduction about Van

Phuc village history. More than that, as everyone can access the website with the

same authorization no matter that they are the villagers or not, thus, the features of a

community website are not highly emphasized.

Within this scope of the research, the project will focus on the information

system implementation in Van Phuc village with the emphasis on improving the

function of current community website by addingmore features, which are specific to

the unique circumstance of the village.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY

2.1. THE FAILURE OF E-GOVERNMENT PROJECT IN VIETNAM

The failure of the nation-wide e-government project in Vietnam named

"Project 112" has many indications and lessons learned. Nguyen Thanh Tuyen and

Nguyen Thi Hai Thanh (2006) stated "The efforts to build e-government in Vietnam

are, however, often top-down from the policy makers, and thus, lack practicability and

sustainability" has pointed out system design and implementation methodology as the

major critical factors that lead to the failure of such massive e-government project.

The project 112 shows that Vietnam suffers from all three design gaps of e-

government design identified by Richard Heeks (2003). "The hard-soft gaps see E-

government initiatives led by technology (the hard gap) and fail to take into account

the current social, political or cultural environment (the soft gaps). The private-public

gaps, where private sector solutions are often pushedon to the public sector with little

recognition made of the significant differences and needs of the private and public

sectors. Finally, country context gaps may also occur where solutions derived from

developed countries are not applicable to the developing world." (Pham Thi Bich

Hoa, 2005). In addition, other factors influence the result of the project such as lackof

an effective and experienced projectmanagement team, and a thorough feasible study

on standardized information systems.

The failure of project 112 also requires researchers in information technology

and public policy to think about the alternative solutions to develop ICT of the

country. The question of whether the investment should instead be putto smaller scale

project to the community level might make better solution for ICT development in

Vietnam. This system implementation methodology will narrow the hard-soft gaps

whereby the drive for setting up the systems comes from social, political and cultural

10



environment instead of from the technology. It also abridges the private-public gaps

because in this situation, both public and private has the same interest in

implementing the system. The information system satisfies the demand of the public

sector for building a system that supports the well-being of all members. It also

supports the need of the private sectors as it allows every member in the system to

strive for their own interests. Finally, the idea of implementing information at the

community level also shortens the distance of the context gaps as those information

systems must be customized according to the specific characteristics of the

community where they are implemented.

2.2. CURRENT SITUATION OF ICT DEVELOPMENT IN VIETNAM AND A

FOCUS IN RURAL AREA

Tran Due Lai (2006) in his paper entitled 'development of ICT in Vietnam'

has summarized the development of ICT in Vietnam for the last 20 years and the

National Master Plan for ICT from 2006 to 2010. The data retrieved from this

research gave a full picture of the current development level of ICT in Vietnam and

especially in the rural areas.

Internet use in Vietnam in 2005

Issue Percentage

Number of Internet users among the population 15%

Internet connection support at communes (dial-up, broad

band, Wimax) 100%

Table 1

The number of Internet users is increasing with the growth rate of more than

20%, which has far surpassed the target of 15% in the National Master Plan. Besides,

100% of the communes will be able to access the Internet, which assures that with the

government support on the Internet infrastructure, the project can be implemented.

11



The national plan on Internet issues for 2010

Issue

Percentage/

Frequency Conclusion

Internet subscribers

over 100 citizens 8-10

The target was even surpassed in year 2005

(15%). This proves that the number of people

who understand the benefit of Internet

technology is even more than expected.

Broadband subscriber

over Internet

subscribers 30%

This target emphasizes on the quality of

accessing the Internet. Broadband creates a

speedy, consistent connection.

Population using

Internet 40%

With a population of 60% people living in rural

area, there should be a change on the awareness

of ICT in this group.

Table 2

The target that 10% of the population is Internet subscribers in year 2010 was

accomplished very much earlier since by the year 2005, 15% of the population

subscribed for the Internet. Therefore, the target of 40% of the population are able to

use Internet is a challenging but attainable number by year 2010. There is a big

different between the target number of Internet subscribers and the number of people

who are able to use Internet. This can be explained because Internet Cafe is common

in Vietnam and it is offered with extremely low access fee (RM 0.5 per hour). In

addition, Internet is provided free in the communal post offices as the result of

governmental-scaled project to support Internet technology at the rural areas.

Developing ICT at the rural is not a new idea. Many countries in the world

have tried to do the research on this matter to support people at the disadvantage

regions. However, different countries have different conditions on the development

status, history, uniqueness of the culture, socio-economic structure and such, which

make ICT development at the rural area, is different from one country to another.

The thorough research of Vietnam entitled 'Policy and Measures to Promote

ICT Application and Deployment for Business Development in Rural Areas in

12



Vietnam' (Vu Thi Thanh Huong, 2006) aimed at investigating policy environment,

major measures and their influences on the acceptance and application of ICT in

business in rural areas. However, this project more focused on the governmental level

policy, the readiness of the citizens in the regions to the ICT applications rather than

giving out any solution to implement ICT projects at the rural area. The project also

did pinpoint the importance of economic factors to the utilization of ICT at the rural

area and stated that, in order to implement ICT successfully at the disadvantage

regions, the economic benefits must be clearly specified. However, it did not give out

anymethodology of howto put the business element in an ICT project for rural areas.

Nevertheless, this project has given precious information and research experiences as

guidelines for 'The study on ICT applications to the Vietnamese trading villages'

project. The following is the summary of projectfindings:

• The information system reduces inequality in opportunities to access to ICT.

As all members, no matters how their different conditions are, when access to

the same network they are able to receive the same benefits.

• The construction of ICT infrastructure should he based upon local needs

and actual circumstances and on workable technology at affordable price.

Communities though have similar business or administrative structures do not

have identical system requirements. Thus, the modelof the information system

implementation can be applied from one community to other community but

the elements to build up the system, for example, in term of hardware,

software should be different.

• Software localization should beencouraged. Localized software helps reduce

the cost and yet the software is customized to what customers need.

• Relevant information should be available in both local and other universal

language such as English. To support ICT development to people who

possess little foreign language and well as computer technological skills

requires a clear and simple explanation and easily understandable guidelines.

• The main areas of concern are setting up and operating cost oflCTs, and

lack of ICTskills among the staff Among those businesses that do not use

computers. The main reason is that they do not see it beneficial to their

business and believethat they do not havethe technology in place to do so.

13



2.3. VIRTUAL COMMUNITY AND E-BUSINESS

Watson's (1997) work demonstrates, a computer-mediated community users

mustwork together to maintain the group patterns "according to the norms and values

established within the community" (p. 110). Arthur Andersen (1999) also has the

same idea that an "On-Line Communities in Business" focuses on the human aspects

of community building and how success or failure is influenced by the people

responsible for making it all work. The attractiveness of the information system is

gauged by how that system can support the interest of its main source of the users.

However, in fact not all the community information systems successfully perform this

feature. Van Phuc is a trading village, thus the business activity become essential to

each member there. In the future, it will be the most crucial factor that integrates

people in the information system. Therefore, the portal of the information system in

Van Phuc village must also perform as the financial portal where the members are

able to transact rather than a merely general playground to gather all them.

As the enterprises in Van Phuc village sell products to both other companies

and the individual customers who come and make transaction directly, this business

model will be best supported by a virtual market place where companies can both

look for their business partners and advertise their products, attract individual

customers at the same time. Therefore, the information system should be able to

supportboth B2C and B2B e-commerce model.

There are some of the famous commerce websites that have been analyzed for

features which could be implemented in the newportal suchas www.alibaba.com (the

biggest B2B website in China), http://l001 shoppings.com/index.aspx (famous

Vietnamese B2C website).

• 1001 shoppings allows both company and individual customers to participate.

Therefore, it plays the role of both a B2B and B2C website. The companies,

which advertise product catalog, can both find their business partners as well

as sell products directly. Similar to Alibaba web portal, the products listed in

the websites comes from many companies. Particular products in the product

14



list offered by a company are re-categorized to different product categories

that again helps other customers easily navigate. Therefore, a particular

product can be retrieved through the corporation that offers the products or

through the general product catalog.

2.4. OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE AND APPLICATIONS

2.4.1 Content management system (CMS)

According to the definition from Wikipedia, a Web content management

system is a computer system used to manage and control a large, dynamic collection

of web material (HTML documents and their associated images). A CMS facilitates

document control, auditing, editing, and timeline management. A Web CMS provides

key features such as: automated templates, easily editable content, scalable feature

sets, web standards upgrades, workflow management, document management.

With this information system, using open source web content management

such as Mambo or Joomla fwww.joomla.com ) is a solution as it is provided free of

charge, and due to its easily editable content function, members with little knowledge

about Internet technology can also utilize the system. Moreover, open source CMS

such as Joomla provide flexibility to developers because they are able to add on

different features according to the user requirements.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1.1. Research types

The research has employed qualitative methodology by implementing the

empirical studies through observation and case studies on the community members.

This methodology helps researcher has certain understandings on the daily activities

and business process that are performed by the people there.

In addition, in order to profile how the readiness of the Van Phuc villagers

towards the development of information system, quantitative research methodology

was also conducted through a survey which was designed under the questionnaire

format. The questionnaires were filled up during the randomly personal interviews

with the villagers and were also sent to some villagers' email address as well as

posted online at:

http://FreeOnlineSurvevs.com/rendersurvev.asp?sid=ug7zo336y2135qf280910

31 individuals (30 community members, 1 community officer) responded to the

survey through the method of direct interview. None responded through email or

online survey

3.1.2. System development methodology

A simulator of the information system that may be implemented in Van Phuc

trade village is set up which contains a portal representing the central accessing point

of the members to the virtual community information system.
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This portal will be developed using the RAD model of the system

development life cycle. The RAD model is a high-speed adaptation of the linear

sequential model in which rapid development is achieved by using a component-

based construction approach whereby various structured techniques are merged,

prototyping is used and application are developed independently and joined in the

end.

3.1.3 The research activities

The project will have the following activities and the methodology for

conducting research in duration of 8 months from February 2006 to October 2007:

• Study the strategies, measures for ICT application and development in rural

areas in Vietnam

• Gather the information of all goals, expectations, plans, strategies related to

ICT application and development in rural areas.

• Interview local officials to study and identify the acceptance level of the ICT

application in the Van Phuc village

• Collect information about the readiness of the commune members to the

application of ICT such as: the Internetaccessibility, the language proficiency

and computer skills, the level of applying ICT in the business transaction of

the local commune members, etc.

• Create questionnaires for two different types of community members: the

officials who administer the village's activities and common the villagers who

live in Van Phuc.

• Work on the current community websites supported by the government to

analyze on their pitfalls in attracting members.

• Research on the necessary features that Van Phuc villagers expect from the

community website.

• Develop the system portal and implement the system testing

3.1.4 Tools required

• CMS system development tools: To manage the system as a whole, which

cover different modules such as user management module, e-commerce
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management module (product catalog, shopping cart, manufacturers, etc),

articles and files management module, etc.

Open source software and software package: Moodle e-learning system

(manage on-online classroom feature), forum, chat room, etc.

System infrastructure: Server computer, Internet connection, client

computer, etc.

Internet service: Domain name, and hosting service.

System design tools: CASE tools (system architect, Microsoft Visio)

3.2. DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE RESPONSES

Sixty-six percent of the responding people were female and 33% were male.

They were largely at 20 to 40 years of age (76.7%). 100% of the answers responded

that their families are running household business with the size of 3-5 people

accounting for 89.7%, and the size of 6-9 people was 10.3% respectively. In addition,

their business involved both the production (100%) and trading their own products

(96.7%). On average, the responding people answered that their customers were from

other provinces (60.7%), in the same province (21.4%), and overseas (17.9%). The

general demographic informationof Van Phuc village is in the following table.

General demographic information of Van Phuc village

Issue Value

The village population 5600

Percentage of households involve in silk business 60%

The total income from silk USD 2.8 million

Total income from silk/total income 75%

Total income per capita 667USD/year

Total income per capita (on silk industry) 835USD/year

Table 3



CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 THE INTERNET USE

The analysis of 30 people in Van Phuc village indicates that 69% of them are

able to use Internet, however, among those, 100% access Internet for communicating

through email. They also never use Internet for other purposes such as doing research

on competitor, search for suppliers or customers and so on.

Advertise products to new customers

Question Content Frequency Percentage
How do you advertise
your products or business
to new customers? Newspaper/TV 6 20%

Words of mouth 29 100%

Exhibition 19 63.3%

Send brochures through
postal service 11 36.7%

Website 0 0%

Email 4 13.3%

Others/ Define 1 3.3%

Table 4

Table 4 shows the type of advertising methods that are being used. Despite the

fact that, the main method are telling customers directly when they come to their shop

(employed by 100%), advertising through exhibition (63.3%), or sending brochures

through postal service (36.7%), there is 13.3% of the responding individuals (mostly

the young at the age of 20-30 years old) have used email to communicate with

customers.
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The main method to process an order

Question Content Frequency Percentage

What is the ordering process
for customers?

Face to face discussion 25 83.3%

Telephone(fixed or mobile) 25 83.3%

Email 8 26.7%

Postal service 7 23.3%

Interest order 0 0%

Other. Specify 0 0%

Total 30

Table 5

In response to the question of what the ordering process for customers is,

83.3% of them answered either face-to-face transaction or telephone is mainly method

(Table 5). This also indicates the fact that the main customers are people from other

provinces (61%) who communicate through telephone while foreign customers are

mainly tourists who go directly to the village and make face-to-face transaction.

However, there is an accountable number of the responses (26.7%) said they

have used email to receive or make orders which shows the potential of developing

and implementing ICT in this commune.

4.2. E-COMMERCE READINESS

4.2.1 Awareness

The analysis of 30 people in Van Phuc village indicates that they majority of

them have heard about e-commerce (90%) but they think it is merely the method of

advertising products online to overseas customers. Overall, 100% of their business is

not supported by their own websites. According to the information from the village

officer, there are less than 10 businesses with medium size in Van Phuc have already

developed websites. However, due to many reasons, those websites are not

maintained. The whole village has one website www.Van Phucsilk.com (Appendix 2)

developed in 2003 with few features such as the village introduction, online catalog

(with limited in information about the products), and contact detail (email address of

the village office).
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4.2.2 System architecture

Sixty percent of the households in the villages have Internet access. There are

more than 15 ISPs and ADSL providers, which support both dial-up and ADSL

connections. The fee for setting up Internet connection is getting low due to high

competition among ISPs. The installation price is ranging from 31USD to 125USD

depending on the difference of bandwidth capacity from 1.5Mbps to 4Mbps and the

monthly flat charge accession fee is ranging from 15 to 30USD depending on the

types of usage. In comparison with the price of Streamyx packages, the main ADSL

line in Malaysia, this price range is competitively lower. (Appendix 3: Streamyx

package price).

4.2.3 Potential of ICT applications

According to the head of the village, acknowledging the importance of ICT to

the social-economic development, Van Phuc has a strategic plan to promote ICT and

its applications. Besides, the tourism activities are strongly emphasized as it brings a

great portion of income and helps promote the village image overseas. The village

council understands that this advertising activity can be further reinforced by using

information technologies. Thus, they welcome all the research or studies on the matter

of ICT applications. Even though the encouragement is only at the policy level, it

provides a bright future for the development of ICT in this village.

The common villagers are aware of the importance of technologies in general

and Internet in particular. When they were asked the question: 'In the near future, are

you going to implement your own website?' Ninety percent of the answers said 'Yes'.

This indicates that they acknowledge the benefit from ICTs and intend to apply them

to foster their business activities. Moreover, 69% of the people asked are able to use

the Internet, which shows that they can be trained to utilize the new information

system once it is implemented.

Furthermore, 72.4% of the people interviewed said that they were obtaining

either credit card or bank account and had used them for 1-3 years (Table 6). Though

bank accounts do not support immediate online payment like credit card, still it can
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support business transaction with remote customers within Vietnam through money

transfer service.

Payment methods for E-commerce

Issues Content Frequency Percentage

Do you have credit
card or bank account?

Yes 21 72.4%

No 8 27.6%

Total 29 100%

4.2.4

Table 6

Hindrances preventing information system implementation

Fig 1 below summarized the answer of the villagers when they were asked on

the factors that prevent them from setting up websites to support their business. 86.7%

of them said that their current business size makes websites unnecessary. 73.3%) of

them were afraid that they are not able to manage the website due to the matters such

as foreign language incapability or lack of technical ability. In addition, the security is

also a concern as 33,3% of them thought that their account number can be stolen and

36.7% of they thought they could be deceived through the ordering process by the

customers.

Reasons for hesistance in ICT

100.00% -

90.00%

80.00% i

70.00%
Percentage

60.00% -

50.00% -

40.00% -

30.00%

20.00%

10.00%

0.00%

Reasons for hesistance

It is expensive

The current business

size does not need it

• Cannot manage (lack of
language and technical
ability)

• The business info is

exposed to rivals

The account number is

stolen

Can be deceived by
unethical customers

Fig 1: Reasons that prevent setting up websites
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Furthermore, 100% of the people who have bank account or credit card

answered that they had used it for 1-3 years and only used this type of payment

method if there is no other ways to commit the transaction. Thus, transaction security

is one of the biggest concerns that can hinder people from using the portal in the

future (Table 7).

Frequency of using digital payment method

Issue Content Frequency Percentage

How long have you
used it? <1 year 0 0%

1-2 years 10 52.6%

>3 years 9 47.4%

>5 years 0 0%

Total 19 100%

How often do you
use the card/account

Always for every transaction 0 0%

Sometimes 0 0%

Only few times if there are no other
ways 15 100%

No, never 0 0%

Total 15 100%

Table 7

4.2.5 Expectation of the community members

Among the listed features of the community portal, the villagers concern on

the matter of how they are going to use the portal (Fig2). 86.7% of them choose the

feature that the portal will briefly teach the users of how to use its functions. An easy

navigation scheme is another feature that the villagers hope to have with the

supporting rate of 70% of them. They are also interested in the multi-language

function as 80% of the responding individuals chose this feature.
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B Aesthetic look

Expected features for the new portal

100.00% - m Easy to navigate for
naive users,

90.00% -
understandable scheme

• • Member can advertise
80.00% - 1 their own products

Percen^0% .
Hf ^1 • Secured (not easily be
J^^B ^^H

hacked, or user
60.00% - ^B ^H

information is not

B • f 1 exposed)
50.00% - m -^ • 1 • Have a search engine

allowing to find products

40.00% - m * ? 1
cross websites

30.00% -

1 M*> H
El The participation fee is

cheap

20.00% -

~S ^| S Information about the

10.00% - 9 '-l!^, H community is updated

rt fino/ I •*» I frequently

0.00% -i a Support multi-languages
(translate directly from

Expected features the page)

• The new users can be

taught how to use the
website features

Fig 2: Expected features of the community portal

Cheap membership fee is another feature that 70%) of the responses expected

the new portal should have. When they were asked with question 'How much each

user should pay monthly?' 36.7% of them thought that the membership fee should be

from 1USD to 3USD per month and 53.8% of them agreed with the monthly fee from

3 to 5USD. None of them accepted the fee of more than 5USD a person per month

(around 240USD per 4-membered households per year) (Fig 3). The annual income of

the households from the responding individuals was ranging from 2500USD to

13000USD with the range of 2500-5000USD accounted for 64.3% and from 5000-

I3000USD accounted for 32.1%, indicated that such investment (240USD/year) has

already accounted for nearly 10%) of the lowest household income.
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Expected Fee per membership

p0%
-0%

i1' .

53% VH|^^^n HHHJM^37%

e<iusD

• <3USD

D<7USD

D<15USD

• >15USD

Fig3: Expected fee per membership
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CHAPTER 5

SYSTEM DESIGN

5.1 DIAGRAMS

Refer to Appendix 5: diagrams of system design for all the E-R diagram, use

case diagram and activity diagram.

5.2 BASIC FUNCTIONALITIES

The portal fulfills some crucial user requirements specified from the

preliminary research as following:

5.2.1 Simple and understandable navigation scheme

With basic training, even the people with minimum ICT knowledge are able to

browse through the system.

5.2.2 Multi-lingual

The information system is able to support three main languages-Vietnamese,

English, and Japanese.

5.2.3 E-commerce capable

The portal supports e-commerce activity and categorizes product providers by

product classification so that they can easily find the business partner through contact

address provided and conduct business transaction directly on the portal.
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5.2.4 Information sharing capable

Member can upload or download document through the system, which

sequentially encourages knowledge sharing among them. They are also available to

share ideas through forum, direct comment on the blog, file uploading.

5.2.5 Fully functional system at low cost

The system was built up based on open source software, which helps to reduce

the cost of operation, and always be up-to-date.

5.2.6 Extensional features

New requirements can be supported easily with new extensions provided free

from the open source developer community. However, adding new extension should

be considered carefully as it could become a path for attacking the site from hackers.

5.2.7 System security

The access authority is granted differently to the admin, registered users,

registered members and visitors. As the information systems support e-commerce

activities, therefore, the HTTPs scheme must be applied to the site.

5.3 USER INTERFACE AND NAVIGATION SCHEME

5.3.1 Top menu

The topmenu is on the top of the page and contains navigation to:

Home - Home page (Fig 4)

The main page represents new articles, new products posted, new

announcement, etc.
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Fig 4: Home page

News - Information page (Fig 5)

Information page represents all new articles and is accessible to all

users. The news page is presented like online newspaper column

whereby a visitor can choose articles through the list of their titles.

LATEST NSWS

if Production Llnss

• Histoiy of Van Phuc
> It iili.it 1O0.O00 tl.in pli.^l 'cliay* li.So
r Cli.io mmiutof website cua Imiu li|.i V411 Pli

• Thi'r ciin il|cli vu can I101 quen tliui?c

THE MBU\ &

jelecrt a naws tnpli- from tlie list belu>v , than ^nfai-t e

L,itesl llewo ( t items}
The lolest news from the Jottmlsl Ttj^im

POFULAR

a Tlhu' cun clgcl? vti cau hoi c|u«n tlii.i<?c

* History of Villi Pltlic
* Production Linos

» Chao niivnu tol wel>J3lte ciia Iaim lu.i Van Ptm
* ft nliflt 100.000 <lni) |>h»l "chdy' li.io

Fig 5: The News page

News includes sub-menu Events (Fig 6). Events will list all the events that are

joing to happen in the village in the form of time, venue, title, etc.
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Fig 6: The event page
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&J

Show Archive

Forum: where members can speak out their opinions through discussion on different

topics (Fig 7). The more communication is made, the higher the level of information

sharing among the members.

product LMEonnie;
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Board Cataaories

Fig 7: Forum page

Contact us - Contact people in charge

In case visitors have any comment, they are able to send the message

to the people in charge
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PRwDUrT GATESOltEFt
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5.3.2 Main menu

Fig 8: Contact us

The main menu: is located on the left hand side of the page. It contains link to the

other pages of the portal:

About Van Phuc - General information about Van Phuc Village

It provides general information about Vanphuc to the systems visitors

such as tourists.

It includes sub-menu such as History of Van Phuc, Silk Business

(describes briefly about silk making process), Tourism Activities

(introduces tour to Van Phuc, how to reach there)

Lngi_r V search

IK
nev 'sri_f.au

Chi4u2flO,bS(>c4p-|- cteh
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dhl _Tan Phong chfing lytbad TU ,
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tan 32 000 dan N_jh£ An Sb 000
dan Ha Tinhwar 14 QiXdar ~,i

Fig 9: Sub-menu in About Van Phuc menu
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Blog: Members read information and can comments for an article (Fig 11).
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Fig 10: Blog page

Search - Search helps visitors can quickly find any information through keyword.

The user is able to search the content that contains any words of the

search key, all the words or exact phase like the keyword.

rfENU SEARCH_ ________ , _ _

Search Keyword

0 Anywords O All words O E<«ct phrase

Ordering Newesllirst ;V

[ Bach ]
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. V1ID220 000.0 0
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Password
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Fig 11: Search page

Member log in- Membership verification (Fig 12)
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Fig 12: User login page
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Dependon the userlD, membership is categorized in 4 types

- Registered visitors

- Registered village members and village official

- Administrators

- Web surfers

After the registration, the user ID will be activated through the link that has been sent

to the user ID. The administrator is able to grand different authorization towards the

portal to the user.

Product categories- List of product categories (Fig 13)

The products are classified. When register users submits their product

advertisement, the products will once again categorized to different

groups. Thus, products list of a member can access either through the

membership ID or through the product category.

PRODUCTS
utj nhat cfe moi ngurafi 06 the thCr slk
thL-Hc cfi vao hosrt rjpng. anh trang chi

O San phim CE) Djch vu

,
13 VaV'sgfi • t>) Lua

CEi Sgri

r>i San pham may mac

> rjg Vai tCr scf thien nhien

Users' Comments EJ3V:

Tiri«-_il-_i A ill it

Fig 13: Product category menu

Manufacturer categories- List of manufacturer categories (Fig 14)

The manufacturers are listed and their products can be track down

through the link associated with.

O San pham SI Djch vu

MAN UFACTUR.E RS

* Manufacturer

* llyuyen Duy Tien
•& Myuyen Homing

<a Trinh Anh

Nguyen Duy Tien '$0''
Select
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VIID143 000.00 (including
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©2007 www.vanphuc3ilk.net
Copyright <gg Trinh Phuong Thao. Powered by J

Fig 14: Manufacturer category menu
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5.3.3. User menu

The user menu is accessible to only registered users. It includes Your Detail,

which allows user to view or change their personal information and Submit News,

which allows users to submit the information that they would like to have it, appear

on the portal. The administrator would then edit the content of the user submission

and post it online.

Logout

FRODUCTi.

IDSin pha'm tBDichvy

M^NUFi-.CTU-'EfiS

* Manufacturer

a lluuyeu Ouy Tien

* ll*juyen HoMtg

* Tl 1-lh Anh
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Latest News

Intm Text (Required):

B 1 II *as I ESS || - Styles - iv j-Votma.'- v~
:= 1= 1 " ife | "9 -' I :''<i.ft^« "™L l& _ft \' 411 -a '-' U
— ^ i§ i *. x' i " " ® a!! I i - ! ^4i it aa

The state-of-the-art UTP cuiriftuo. wis Been choson 10 be one In the nine designing struct t'Ureslhiil receive the
honorefl Age Khan Designing Award 2007. The TSOQ.QOD award makes Age Khan Designing award Is the most
prestigious architecture award in the world

Fig 15: The user menu
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

6.1 IMPLICATIONS

6.1.1 Research implications

As many samples, the findings may be validated among other populations-

other trading communities. In-depth qualitative research methodology may help

gaining deeper insights intoactual decision processes in the system development.

6.1.2 Practical implications

The research focused on the empirical methodology thus its results directly

help to guide community members in the implementation process of integrated

information systems that suitable to their actual needs.

6.2 CONCLUSION

Thirty villagers in Van Phuc Village were surveyed in order to profile their

readiness towards e-society. The majority of the responding members in Van Phuc

village support the implementation of community information system for the whole

village though the current level of ICT adoption among these people is low. For

example, they only use Internet for sending email and 100% of them have not utilized

Internet technologies in their business. Nevertheless, there are some fundamental

elements from which the e-community can be developed such as the members are

aware of the need to be integrated in to a unified community, they understand the
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benefit of applying advance information technology in their business, and 60%of the

households there have already set up Internet connection.

The study also shows that people are reluctant towards adopting e-commerce

applications in their business because they are afraid that all technologies are complex

and their technical knowledge is not enough to be online and utilize all the features

offered. In addition, security is also one of their concerns as 33.3% of them think that

their credit card numbers will be exposed and stolen. Nevertheless, the study shows

that this projecthas the absolute support from community members who are going the

users of the system.

The socio-economic development goals of Vietnam have targeted a high aim

for the development of the Information Communication Technologies (ICT) in

Vietnam whereas ICT applications will be implemented both widely and deeply in the

society. The propagation of IT to the common citizens, therefore, becomes inevitable

process.

With the special characteristic of Vietnamese social structure whereby small

communes and villages play a crucial role as the nuclear factor of the society,

building an information system at this level can make a great change to the socio

economic development.

This research studies on implementing the information systems at the

community level in rural area in Vietnam. The research focuses on the case study of

Van Phuc silk trade village. The information system once to be proved feasible and

successfully implemented can help the local community to intensify the relationship

among its members, to reserve the traditional values, as well as to enhance the core

business activity of the community.

6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

The research has acknowledged the important role of ICT in building the

bridge to connect the rural community to outside world. From the research, some of

recommendations can be pointed out to all the stakeholders who involve the
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development of ICT: government, specialized departments that generate strategic

planning, and the people who directly benefit from ICT implementation, etc.

6.3.1 The government

The government should issue strategies, policy and measures to:

• Reduce inequality in opportunities to access to ICT ( technology divide) by

formulating and implementing programs to support ICT use and ICT

development in rural and difficult areas

• Raise awareness on IT use and development of people at community level,

especially in business activities.

• Create favorable solid legal environment for IT use and development in rural

areas, especially in business development such as tax, cyber laws, etc.

• Mobilize funding resources equally to the projects that help develop ICT in the

rural areas.

6.3.2 The ICT developers

The developer must thoroughly do the business and system analysis to build

up system that supports the specific need of the community itself. Besides the

administration structure that is similar to all the communities, every community has

its own uniqueness and requires the development team to carefully recognize and

understand to fulfill the system customizing needs.

6.3.3 The community

Through education, advertisement campaign, the community members should

be equipped with all the basic knowledge and skills of utilizing ICT applications, for

example, browsing the Internet, typing on computer keyboard. Such knowledge

transfer can be done on the peer-to-peer methodology whereby those members whole

have already known would then teach for other fellow.
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APPENDICES

1. Appendix 1: Some community websites in Vietnam

1.1. Hatay province: (www.hatay.gov.vn). Van Phuc village is located in this

province

i. Do not support English language

ii. No information about the economic activities

iii. Only contain social information

iv. Information is up-to-date

v. Funded by the government to be developed and maintained

lUyl.annhSnsianllhh

picccc^n Trang .rang fling
IrenlirJi

Horn nay, ngay 2B, thsng _., nSm 20U7. Bay giw 1^. 11 .IS:t'1 PM

Trangehu -Tin lieu diem ^^
Chii tickUBKD tinh Nguyen Xunn Curing tliam gia troiig tiy flSu xunn tailiuyen

UyBucao/mai)

Sang 20/2 (Mung 4Tet Dinh Hoi), tat ca cac thanhpho, thi x| huyen trfodja bani-nhHaTaydeutc
chfic phat dong Tet trong cay hufrng umg Uikeu goi cua Bac Ho: "MiiaXuinla Tet trong cay, Lam
cho datmroc cang ngay cang Xuan".

•JC Till hang ngiy moi ntiat ti ckSan vi

lUybaililiiiHlali:
Chu tjch mrac Nguyen Minh Trie! InSm vicMc Tel tai Cong tyVang bac BS quy Sal Gon (21/2/2007)

iTtiixafi-Bony:
Le cong b£ Nghi dp* cua On'nh phu rethanh lap Thanh pfra Hil Song va don nhan Huan chuung Die $ph?ng Ba

(7/2/2007)
i Van pliong Uy I)aiinhin d.in tinh:

VAN PHONG LEND TINH: Tong ket cong tacVan phong nam 2006 va5namHujc hi?n Phap l^nh Luu trir Quoc tpa

Ji-ni.tftett
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1.2. Hanam Provice: (www.hanam.gov.vn)

vh Support Vietnamese and English

vii. Information is not updated (some data is back in 2003)

viii. One way communication: the website play as the notice board

of the local community

wwra hanam gov vri/lndex a;p?menuID=l&j3ngi_isge™engllsh

.•'nnv-Ni-iii-M-i'̂ -iVItiijf I Open letter | Forum | Search | Home Page |TiBi.HVigt[

Nature] candltions

Administrative structures

Map of Ha Nam

History and Culture

'Socio-economic

achievements

Tourist spots

News and Tvonls

Ha Nam — Tlie attractive lmid for investment

Located at the northern latitude of 20 and the eastern longitude of between

105-110 and in the south-west of the Red river delta. Ha Nam is in the north's

| main region of economic development.

Ha Nam. 50km Ear from Hanoi, is in the southern gate of the capital; it borders

Ha Tay in the north. Hung Yen and Thai Binh in the east Nam D_r_h and Ninh

Binh in the south and Hoa Binh in the west. With this geographical position, the

province has a lot of favourable conditions in socio-economic development. Ha

Nam has 6 town and district administrative bodies: the town of Phu Ly (the

capital of the province), the districts of Duy Tien, Kim Bang, Ly Nhan, Thanh

Liem and Binh Luc.

Wed,Fsb 28th,20Q7

<Useful Informations

Useful Addresses

Company liitorrn.ition

vniibr-i m?i

Administrative Formalities

• Construction

• Investment

• Tax

• Trade - Tourism

• Jutrtice

• neolsteilny Business

» Environment

Appendix 2: Van Phuc Cooperative of Weave Silk website

(www.vanphucsilk.com).
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IT"
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/ Z11 lllhm*

Product catalog

r*V_Jfflk,^.«*l|w
" \ *P •* pnsSr.J _-_____r- «^k

Introduction of the

w<ah^ production line
aJTTntnrammimp

Anil it is famous forpoiuls andsill; weaving

(folksong)

Van Phuc S0k Village is located on the banks of Nhue Thi BJver, Ha Dong Town, Ha Ta>,
Province. Van Phuc is not only famous for its sericulture and weaving but also proud of its
patriotism, industry andcreation since itsformatioa

Appendix 3: Streamyx package in Malaysia

?ACKA'"-f MOM'hir' 'a-'MRANIY

MRlfllW(\3W(V SJ-SJipj KMbb •

STREAM^ gift 512Kbps R>#4 - :-

streamyx cntekfbse IMDp RM418 urcriMf
ADSLLQM
STREAMYX ENTERPRISE 1.5Mbpi RM6I8 UFETIM?
skium
streamyx enterprise 2Mbpt RM6$8 UFETIME
ADS12.0M
STREAMYX CORPORATE 1Mbps RM6I8 lUTOC
AOSU.0M
STREAMS CORPORATE UMhpt RM1048 UFET1ME
SDSL15M .

STS&MYX CORPORATE 2Mbpi , RM1T88 UFETIME
ADSUOM •
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4. Appendix 4: Survey results

4.1. Community officials:

Question Content Criteria Frequency/Percentage

1 The village population 5600

2

Percentage of household has silk

business 60%

3 The total income from silk USD 2.8 million

4 Total income from silk/total income 75%

5 Total income per capita 667USD/year

6

Total income per capita (on silk

industry) 835USD/year

7 The educational level

Preliminary

school

Secondary

school

High School 80.00%

Degree 20.00%

8

Percentage of household that have at

least one person speaking English

<5%

<10%

<20% V

<30%

<40%

<50%

<60%

<70%

>70%

9

Percentage of household that have at

least one person can use computer

<5%

<10%
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<20%

<30% V

<40%

<50%

<60%

<70%

>70%

10

What type of internet connections

supported in Vanphuc

Dial-up V

Broadband V

Wimax

11

Percentage of subscribing to the

Internet in the household 60%

13

What type of communication

means that the information can

be spreadto all the villagers?

Speakers

system V

Community

officers V

Telephone

Internet

(email,

website)

Other (please

specify)

14

1. What are the main activities in

the commune?

Preserve the

business

secrets and

traditions

Keep the

villagers
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16

17

Does Vanphuc have any

development scheme for preserving

traditions

Does Vanphuc have any

development scheme for promoting

ICT

The number of households that are

supported by websites

4.2. Community members

updated with

new

information

Promote

tourism

Yes

No

Yes

No

V

V

Less than 10

Question Content Criteria Frequency Percentage

1 Gender Male 10 33%

Female 20 66%

Total . 30 100

2 Age

<20 1 3.3%

20-30 14 46.7%

30-40 9 30%

40-50 5 16.7%

>50 1 3.3%

Total 30 100%

3 Level ofEducation

Secondary School 13 59.1%

High school 9 40.9%

Degree 1 4.5%
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Total 22 100%

4

What do you family

does in the silk

business?

Making raw material 5 16.7%

Weave silk 30 100%

Sell materials 9 30%

Selling finished products 29 96.7%

Providing supporting

services 4 13.3%

Total • ,

5 What are the main

sources of customers? In the surrounding

provinces 21.4%

From other provinces 60.7%

Overseas 17.9%

Total 100%

6

What are the types of

communication media

employed to contact

customers?

Mobile phone 24 80%

Telephone(fixed line) 25 83.3%

b. Email 7 23.3%

c. Postal mail 6 20%

d. Others/ Define 5 16.7%

Total

7

How do you advertise

your products or

business to new

customers?

Newspaper/TV 6 20%

Words of mouth 29 100%

Exhibition 19 63.3%

Send brochures through

postal service 11 36.7%
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Website 0 0%

Email 4 13.3%

Others/ Define 1 3.3%

Total
, .

8 What is the size of

your business Enterprise 0 0%

Household business 30 100%

Total 30 100%

9 The number of

working people

involved?

<3 0

3 to 5 26 89.7%

6 to 9 3 10.3%

More than 10 0

Total 29 100%

10 Have you ever heard

of doing business

online (e-commerce)?

Yes 27 90%

No 3 10%

Total 30 100%

11 Do you have credit

card or bank account?

Yes 21 72.4%

No 8 27.6%

Total 29 100%

12 How long have you

used it? <1 year 0 0%

1-2 years 10 52.6%

>3 years 9 47.4%

>5 years 0 0%

Total 19 100%

13
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How often do you use

the card/account

Always for every

transaction 0 0%

Sometimes. Just for

compulsory situations 15 100%

Only few times if there

are no other ways 0 0%

No, never 0 0%

Total 15 100%

14 Do you know how to

use Internet? Yes 20 69%

No 9 31%

Total 29 100%

15

If yes. What are the

purposes that you are

online?

Display company

information and the

product/services offered 0 0%

Handling customers

feedback/queries on-line 0 0%

Online help-product

updates 0 0%

Processing sales order

from customers online 0 0%

Research and evaluate

suppliers 0 0%

Research on consumer

preference 0 0%

Research on competitor

(go to the website that

offer the same type of

products like yours) 0 0%

Communicate through

email 20 100%

Total

16 Do you have website
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to advertise products

on the Internet?

Yes 0 0%

No 30 100%

Total 0 100%

17

If Yes. Do you think

it is effective and

support the business?
Yes #

No #

Total 100%

18 Can it support

ordering online? Yes #

No #

Total 100%

19 Rate your website in

10 scale 1 #

2 #

3 #

4 #

5 #

6 #

7 #

8 #

9 #

10 #

Total 100%

20

If no, what is the

ordering process for

domestic customer

and foreign

customers?

Face to face discussion 25 83.3%

Telephone(fixed or

mobile) 25 83.3%

Email 8 26.7%

Postal service 7 23.3%

Interest order 0 0%
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Other. Specify 0 0%

Total

21 What do you think

are the fastest ways to

process order?

Face to face discussion 0 0%

Telephone(fixed or

mobile)/Fax 25 83.3%

Email 7 23.3%

Postal service 13 43.3%

Internet order 1 3.3%

Other. Specify 0 0%

Total

22

If yes, What is the

cost to maintain your

website?

(Development +

implementation +

maintenance)?

Development and

implementation #

Maintenance #

Total 100%

23
Do you maintain it on

your own or use

professional service
Yes

No

Total 100%

24
In the near future, are

you going to

implement website?
Yes 27 90%

No 3 10%

Total 30 100%

25 If yes, how much

each user should pay

monthly

<1USD 3 10%

<3USD 11 36.7%

<7USD 16 53.3%

<15USD 0 0%

>15USD 0 0%
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Total 30 100%

26

What are the reasons

that prevent you from

setting up a website?

It is expensive 0 0%

The current business size

does not need it 26 86.7%

Cannot manage (lack of

language and technical

ability) 22 73.3%

The business info is

exposedto rivals 0 0%

The account number is

stolen 10 33.3%

Can be deceived by

unethical customers 11 36.7%

Total

27 What are the

following features

that you think a

website for

community should

have?

Aesthetic look 0 0%

Easy to navigatefor naive

users, understandable

scheme 21 70%

Member can advertise

their own products 2 6.7%

Secured (not easily be

hacked, or user

information is not

exposed) 1 3.3%

Have a search engine

allowing to find products

cross websites 2 6.7%

The participation fee is

cheap 21

Information about the

community is updated

frequently 3 10%
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Support multi-languages

(translate directly from

the page) 24 80%

The new users can be

taught how to use the

website features 26 86.7%

Total

28

Your family annual

income?

<2500 USD 1 3.6%

2500-5000USD 18 64.3%

5000-1300OUSD 9 32.1%

>13000USD 0 0%

Total 28 100%
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5. Appendix 5: Diagrams of system design

5.1 Flow-chart diagram

H
Browse the Web

Makeproduct
inquiry

Navigate away

Different user ID will be granted different system accessibility authorization.

Basically, there are 6 types of system users:

- The system administrator: Manage the technical aspects of

the system, for instance, grants user authorization, and

maintains system.

- The villager: able to access all the content of the system even

the inter-village network.
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The registered customers: Those find the website a B2C

shopping site where they can order products with small

quantity and get it delivered to their home addresses.

Normal Internet surfers: They are random visitors, such as

tourists, who are able to view general unsecured area of the

system, make the product inquiry but unable to make direct

purchase.
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5.2 Use-case diagram

"Uses" represents "include" relationship.

e officer
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5.3 Activity diagram

Due to the limitation of the CASE tool which offers small

drawing space, only certain activities of representative system

users, are recorded
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